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Foodsmart: Delivering the Art of Living Well
By Ed Connealy
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One could make the argument that Foodsmart grocers (@foodsmartstores) are the oldest and most
iconic grocers in Logan Square.
Though neither of the neighborhood’s two stores operated under the Foodsmart name until 1996, part
owner John Mourikes explains that the stores have been open for more than 45 years.

In the Beginning
Mourikes was born in Logan Square and was raised in the business. Throughout the ’60s and ’70s, his
father owned six corner stores, all in Logan Square, and all under 1,500 square feet.
In 1970, his uncle opened a 12,000-square-foot store on Lawrence and Kedzie. Then the family bought the
Jewell Super Market at 3415 W. Diversey Ave. They were now in the supermarket business.
Twenty years later, when his father retired, Mourikes went into business with his current partner and
brother-in-law Mike Spiratos. Mourikes and Spiratos tore down and rebuilt the store on Diversey. They
bought the property at 2901 W. Armitage Ave. and opened up the two Foodsmart stores that operate today.

A Neighborhood Staple

“It’s about choices,” Mourikes says, of what makes Foodsmart different. “There is not another store like
ours. We offer the corner store, convenience store, supermarket and boutique market experience all in one
place.”
Visitors to the stores will indeed see traditional impulse purchase items, such as generic condiments, paper
plates and personal care products, to name just a few. But they’ll also see organic produce, grass-fed
steaks, vegan ready-made meals and a very large liquor selection. So how do they pack in so much for so
many?
About 18 months ago, Foodsmart added 3,000 square feet to the Armitage location, making the store 8,000
square feet. The addition allowed them to expand their shopping lanes from 16 feet to 52 feet.
“We added 3,000 feet, but tripled the number of choices for our customers,” Mourikes says.
And about their slogan, “Delivering the Art of Living Well”? Mourikes says it’s about giving choices to every
kind of shopper. “No one is excluded when they shop here,” he says. “We have an organic choice with an
organic price, and we have a standard choice with a standard price. We offer gourmet right next to generic.”
This approach has to do with making sure his business evolves along with customers’ evolving needs.

Responding to Demand
A few years ago, Mourikes saw a vegetarian restaurant open and thrive across the street. He quickly began
offering and advertising vegetarian and vegan products. It worked—and worked fast. A large offering of
vegetarian, vegan, organic and locally sourced products have been in stock ever since.
But stocking such a large quantity and variety of choices is no easy task. In fact, Mourikes says it’s probably
their biggest challenge. Foodsmart doesn’t freeze perishables and they don’t have a huge warehouse for dry
goods and supplies. Mourikes says this means produce will never be more than two days old, and says they
pride themselves on rarely being out of stock on any standard products.
Sourcing products and pricing them is also tricky business. Large manufacturers put all stores into certain
categories; corner stores get soda for a specific price, while supermarkets get their own price. Foodsmart
doesn’t fit into any of these compartments, making price navigation an art.

“I can’t offer impulse buys at ‘insult prices’ like most convenient stores, even if I take a hit on margin. I want
the guy buying impulse products to come back and buy groceries. I can’t turn that guy off,” says Mourikes.
Foodsmart has been a great friend to local suppliers. They currently work with A La Carte Foods from
Glencoe, and received one of their first deliveries from Fulton Market’s Passion House Coffee Roasters
while we spoke. Mourikes says he likes to “give the little guy and the local guy a chance.”
Foodsmart consistently sources custom requests from clients. If they don’t have it, just ask for it. Often
such requests become regularly stocked items. They regularly post on their Facebook page, and encourage
feedback and suggestions for new products.

New for Foodsmart
At the Armitage store, customers can shop from the new “almost-ready island,” which offers items that are
either ready to eat or can be made quickly—ideal for busy clients who want a real meal without the hassle of
cooking. Almost half of these items are organic or vegetarian.
You also can expect an even stronger emphasis on craft beers. Mourikes has noticed that younger beer
drinkers are less likely to stick to one brand of brew, and want to shop at a place with new suds to sample.
Foodsmart may be a hard place to categorize for the large manufacturers it buys from, but it’s not for many
Logan Square residents. For them, it’s one of many businesses in the neighborhood that offer an authentic
yet progressive experience.
Have suggestions for the store? Email them.
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Ed Connealy recently moved to Logan Square with his wife and baby
daughter. Connealy's most interested in things that bond communities,
design, baseball, good beer, music, social justice and family. He is a sales
director for a design company and previously wrote for The University Daily
Kansan and The National Football Weekly. Connealy has actively writes at
connealyquips.blogspot.com/.
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2 years ago

I've lived just up the street from the Armitage location for about 9 years and have seen the transformation.
It is a wonderful store. They carry so much stuff, and they're friendly and efficient. And the author of this
article has it right; I REALLY love the expanded craft beer section. Foodsmart is the only place I've found
which carries my favorite beer.
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2 years ago

Makes me happy to hear that you, as an eye witness and long time resident, have seen them grow
the way we portrayed. What's your current beer of choice? I'm psyched they carry Boulevard
Breweryand am also pretty hoooked on Revolution's Anti Hero. Thanks Cinco, Ed
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Ah! That is my favorite Rev Brew beer. My favoritefavorite beer is an imperial red ale by
Oskar Blues Brewery called G'Knight. Not sure if this will let me link, but:
http://www.oskarblues.com/the... They come in a 4pack of tallboys.
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Spikeball would not be where it is today without FoodSmart. Their late night postal service was critical in
getting our shipments out on time. I probably shipped 5,000 Spikeball sets with them over a 2 yr window.
Every night at about midnight, after making labels and sticking them on the boxes at home, I'd load up my
car and head over there. Great article, Ed!
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That's a cool example of one small, lcoal business coming through for another. And thanks for
bringin up the post office....a detail I somehow managed to neglect in the article. When's the Logan
Square Spike Ball Tourney?
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Linda, if you were willing to run a business in a TIF neighborhood and the government offered you
subsides to make improvements and grow your business, I'm sure you wouldn't walk away from it.
They didn't take the money and pocket it, they used it to expand their Armitage store. In doing so,
they have increased tax revenue, created additional jobs, and improved Logan Square. You should
support local businesses and give the a try again.
cloudlover

•

a year ago

I too have watched Foodsmart blossom over the past 8 years. I can't believe that back then it
was a struggle to find decent vegetarian dinner at 11 PM, amidst all the soda and chips, and
now it's got quail
•

•

eggs and seitan. I'm so, so glad they finally expanded into that space. And my small business has
definitely benefited from the USPS counter. I too have hauled many packages there late at night! Thanks
Foodsmart!
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2 years ago

Both locations also have DVD Rental kiosks which are convenient and have same price and better
selection than RedBox. Owners are friendly and strive to provide good products as article states. Staff is
very friendly. Great neighborhood store.
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Ed Connealy > Jonathan Adler
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Jonathan, I would email them with some suggestions directly. Probably start with items they
could inventory. They really listen
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